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The abilities of animals to make predictions about the af-
fective nature of their environments and to exert control in 
order to maximize rewards and minimize threats to homeo-
stasis are critical to their longevity. Decision theory is a for-
mal framework that allows us to describe and pose quantita-
tive questions about optimal and approximately optimal 
behavior in such environments (e.g., Bellman, 1957; Berger, 
1985; Berry & Fristedt, 1985; Bertsekas, 2007; Bertsekas 
& Tsitsiklis, 1996; Gittins, 1989; Glimcher, 2004; Gold & 
Shadlen, 2002, 2007; Green & Swets, 1966; Körding, 2007; 
Mangel & Clark, 1989; McNamara & Houston, 1980; Mon-
tague, 2006; Puterman, 2005; Sutton & Barto, 1998; Wald, 
1947; Yuille & Bülthoff, 1996) and is, therefore, a critical 
tool for modeling, understanding, and predicting psycho-
logical data and their neural underpinnings.

Figure 1 illustrates three paradigmatic tasks that have 
been used to probe this competence. Figure 1A shows a 
case of prediction learning (Seymour et al., 2004). Here, 
human volunteers are wired up to a device that deliv-
ers variable strength electric shocks. The delivery of the 
shocks is preceded by visual cues (Cue A through Cue D) 
in a sequence. Cue A occurs on 50% of the trials; it is fol-
lowed by Cue B and then a larger shock 80% of the time or 

by Cue D and then a smaller shock 20% of the time. The 
converse is true for Cue C. Subjects can, therefore, in gen-
eral expect a large shock when they get Cue A, but this ex-
pectation can occasionally be reversed. How can they learn 
to predict their future shocks? An answer to this question 
is provided in the Markov Decision Problem section; as 
described there, these functions are thought to involve the 
striatum and various neuromodulators. Such predictions 
can be useful for guiding decisions that can have deferred 
consequences; formally, this situation can be character-
ized as a Markov decision problem (MDP) as studied in 
the fields of dynamic programming (Bellman, 1957) and 
reinforcement learning (Sutton & Barto, 1998).

Figure 1B depicts a decision task that is closely related 
to signal detection theory (Green & Swets, 1966) and has 
been particularly illuminating about the link between neu-
ral activity and percep tion (Britten, Newsome, Shadlen, 
Celebrini, & Movshon, 1996; Britten, Shadlen, Newsome, 
& Movshon, 1992; Gold & Shadlen, 2001, 2002, 2007; 
Shadlen, Britten, Newsome, & Movshon, 1996; Shadlen & 
Newsome, 1996). In the classical version of this task, mon-
keys watch a screen that shows moving dots. A proportion 
of the dots is moving in one direction; the rest are moving in 
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Guiding Questions - Preview

1. Explain the experimental tasks in Figure 1.  What 
should the subject do in each task?  What is the 
underlying computational theory for each task?

2. Explain the following terms:  Markov decision problem 
(MDP),  signal detection theory,  exploration and 
exploitation tradeoff.

3. Marr distinguished the three levels of describing cognitive 
systems:  computational level, algorithmic/representational level, 
and implementational level.  Use the concrete task given in Figure 2 
to explain the issues related to each of these levels.  What is the task?  
What are the main issues in terms of the three description levels?

4. Consider the prediction task in Figure 1A and Figure 3A.  
Describe the MDP problem using the specific task in Figure 3A.  
What are the computational issues?  What are the algorithmic 
issues?  What are the implementational issues, i.e. in terms of 
psychology and neuroscience?

→  Experimental tasks

→  Relevant theories

→  Analysis by 
Marr’s tri-level 

hypothesis
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Decision Making & Theories

Important for survival in environments

Various types of decision-making tasks
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of the method for solving the problems, and discuss these 
particular cases and their near relatives in some detail. A 
wealth of problems and solu tions that has arisen in different 
areas of psychology and neurobiology is thereby integrated, 
and common solution mechanisms are identified. In particu-
lar, viewing these problems as differ ent specializations of a 
common task involving both sensory inference and learning 

random directions. The monkeys have to report the coher-
ent direction by making a suitable eye move ment. By vary-
ing the fraction of the dots that moves coherently (called 
the coherence), the task can be made easier or harder. The 
visual system of the monkey reports evidence about the 
direc tion of motion; how should the subject use this infor-
mation to make a decision? In some versions of the task, the 
monkey can also choose when to emit its response; how can 
it decide whether to respond or to continue collecting in-
formation? These topics are addressed in the Signal Detec-
tion Theory and Temporal State Uncertainty sections, along 
with the roles of two visual cortical areas (MT and lateral 
intraparietal area [LIP]). The simpler version can be seen as 
a standard signal detection theory task; the more complex 
one has been analyzed by Gold and Shad len (2001, 2007) 
as an optimal-stopping problem. This, in turn, is a form of 
partially observ able MDP (POMDP) related to the sequen-
tial probability ratio test (SPRT; Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998; 
Shadlen, Hanks, Churchland, Kiani, & Yang, 2007; Smith 
& Ratcliff, 2004; Wald, 1947).

Finally, Figure 1C shows a further decision-theoretic 
wrinkle in the form of an experiment on the trade-off 
between exploration and exploitation (Daw, O’Doherty, 
Dayan, Seymour, & Dolan, 2006). Here, human subjects 
have to choose between four one-armed bandit machines 
whose payoffs are changing over time (shown by the curves 
inside each). The subjects can find out about the current 
value of a machine only by choosing it and, so, have to 
balance picking the machine that is currently believed 
best against choosing a machine that has not recently 
been sampled, in case its value has increased. Problems 
of this sort are surprisingly computationally intractable 
(Berry & Fristedt, 1985; Gittins, 1989); the section of the 
present article on Exploration and Exploitation discusses 
the issues and approximate solutions, including one that, 
evidence suggests, implicates the fronto-polar cortex.

Despite the apparent differences between these tasks, 
they actually share some deep underlying commonalities. In 
this review, we provide a straightforward formal framework 
that shows the links, give a computationally minded view 
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Figure 1. Paradigmatic tasks. (A) Subjects can predict the magnitude of future pain from partially informa-
tive visual cues that follow a Markov chain (Seymour et al., 2004; see the Markov Decision Problem section). 
(B) Monkeys have to report the direction of predominant motion in a random-dot kinematogram by making an 
eye movement (Britten, Shadlen, Newsome, & Movshon, 1992); see the Signal Detection Theory section. In some 
experiments, the monkeys have the additional choice of whether to act or collect more information (Gold & Shad-
len, 2007); see the Temporal State Uncertainty section. (C) Subjects have to choose between four evolving, noisy 
bandit machines (whose payments are shown in the insets) and, so, must balance exploration and exploitation 
(Daw, O’Doherty, Dayan, Seymour, & Dolan, 2006); see the Exploration and Exploitation section.
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Figure 2. An abstract decision-theoretic task. Subjects normally 
start in state x3 or x4, signaled by cues c3 or c4. They have three op-
tions (L, R, or C): The former two lead to rewards or punishments 
such as r3(L); the latter lead via stochastic transitions (probabili-
ties such as p31) to states x1 or x2, which are themselves signaled 
by cues c1 and c2, and license rewarded or punished choices L and 
R. Subjects can be (partially) ignorant about their states if the 
cues are confusable (e.g., if x3 “looks like” x4), and/or about the 
rules of the task (the rewards and probabilities). In some cases, 
the subjects might start in x1 or x2. Different options generate a 
wide family of popular decision-theoretic problems.



A.  Prediction Learning Task

Actual task  -  Did a cue appear on left or right?

Implicit prediction by learning association

trials, the expectation evoked by the first cue would be reversed by
the second. This allowed us to study the neural implementation of
both the expectations themselves, and their reversals.

Two important aspects of most accounts of prediction learning
are the predictions themselves (termed values) and the errors in
those predictions9. Figure 1b shows the predictions associated with
each of the trial types 1–4. These predictions are calculated and
revised as new stimuli are presented. Figure 1c shows the associated
prediction error. The nature of this signal, which treats ongoing
changes in predicted values on an exact par with actual affective
outcomes, has helped to explain data on dopamine cell activity. This
prediction error signal drives learning by specifying how the
predictions should change. In appetitive conditioning the dopa-
mine projection to the ventral striatum is believed to be a critical
substrate for this signal, although apart from theoretical specu-
lations about opponent processing16, the equivalent for aversive
conditioning is less clear. As in earlier work on appetitive con-
ditioning, we used the temporal difference model to generate
regressors based on the values and prediction errors appropriate
to each individual subject13. Statistical parametric mapping of the
regression coefficients permits identification of regions associated
with, and in receipt of, information about predictions. Indeed, the
temporal difference value was (negatively) correlated with the
reaction times across subjects for the high-valued cues
(P , 0.001), even when considering the second-order cue alone
(P , 0.01). This result provides strong evidence that behavioural
reinforcement occurs in a manner consistent with the temporal
difference model.

The prediction error was highly correlated with activity in both
the right and the left ventral putamen (Fig. 2). Correlations were
also noted in the right head of the caudate, the left substantia nigra,
the cerebellum (bilaterally) and the right anterior insula cortex
(Fig. 2). Figure 3 shows the estimated responses in the right ventral
putamen. As the most straightforward model coupling prediction
error to BOLD signal would predict, positive (Fig. 3a) and negative
(Fig. 3b) prediction errors at various times in the trial are clearly
represented, as is the biphasic form of the prediction error (Fig. 3c).

We also investigated the representation of the temporal difference
value (combining the predicted and the actual pain value, for
reasons of analysis) by including the temporal difference value
term in our regression model. This revealed correlated activity in
the right anterior insula cortex (Fig. 4a). The estimated response is
illustrated in Fig. 4c. The importance of this structure in pain
learning has previously been identified5. In addition, we found

temporal difference value-related responses in the brainstem
(Fig. 4b). Precise anatomical localization of brainstem activation
is difficult with standard neuroimaging, although we note a con-
sistency with the probable location of the dorsal raphe nucleus. We
also observed temporal difference value-related responses in the
anterior cingulate cortex and the right amygdala, which did not
survive statistical correction for multiple comparisons.
The striking resemblance between the BOLD signal in the ventral

putamen and the temporal difference prediction error (Fig. 3) offers
powerful support for the temporal difference model, in particular
because this is a second-order paradigm. Other dynamic models of

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Experimental design and temporal difference model. a, The experimental design
expressed as a Markov chain, giving four separate trial types. b, Temporal difference
value. As learning proceeds, earlier cues learn to make accurate value predictions (that is,

weighted averages of the final expected pain). c, Temporal difference prediction error;

during learning the prediction error is transferred to earlier cues as they acquire the

ability to make predictions. In trial types 3 and 4, the substantial change in prediction

elicits a large positive or negative prediction error. (For clarity, before and mid-learning are

shown only for trial type 1.)

Figure 2 Temporal difference prediction error (statistical parametric maps). Areas
coloured yellow/orange show significant correlation with the temporal difference

prediction error. Yellow represents the greatest correlation. Peak activations (MNI

coordinates and statistical z scores) are: right ventral putamen (put; (32, 0, 28),

z ! 5.38); left ventral putamen (put; (230,22,24), z ! 3.93); right head of caudate

(caud; (18, 20, 6), z ! 3.75); left substantia nigra (sn; (210,210,28), z ! 3.52); right

anterior insula (ins; (46, 22, 24), z ! 3.71); right cerebellum ((28, 246, 230),

z ! 4.91); and left cerebellum ((234,252,228), z ! 4.42). R indicates the right side.
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trials, the expectation evoked by the first cue would be reversed by
the second. This allowed us to study the neural implementation of
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lations about opponent processing16, the equivalent for aversive
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ditioning, we used the temporal difference model to generate
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to each individual subject13. Statistical parametric mapping of the
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with, and in receipt of, information about predictions. Indeed, the
temporal difference value was (negatively) correlated with the
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(P , 0.001), even when considering the second-order cue alone
(P , 0.01). This result provides strong evidence that behavioural
reinforcement occurs in a manner consistent with the temporal
difference model.
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the right and the left ventral putamen (Fig. 2). Correlations were
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(Fig. 2). Figure 3 shows the estimated responses in the right ventral
putamen. As the most straightforward model coupling prediction
error to BOLD signal would predict, positive (Fig. 3a) and negative
(Fig. 3b) prediction errors at various times in the trial are clearly
represented, as is the biphasic form of the prediction error (Fig. 3c).

We also investigated the representation of the temporal difference
value (combining the predicted and the actual pain value, for
reasons of analysis) by including the temporal difference value
term in our regression model. This revealed correlated activity in
the right anterior insula cortex (Fig. 4a). The estimated response is
illustrated in Fig. 4c. The importance of this structure in pain
learning has previously been identified5. In addition, we found
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(Fig. 4b). Precise anatomical localization of brainstem activation
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survive statistical correction for multiple comparisons.
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A.  Prediction Learning Task
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(P , 0.01). This result provides strong evidence that behavioural
reinforcement occurs in a manner consistent with the temporal
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also noted in the right head of the caudate, the left substantia nigra,
the cerebellum (bilaterally) and the right anterior insula cortex
(Fig. 2). Figure 3 shows the estimated responses in the right ventral
putamen. As the most straightforward model coupling prediction
error to BOLD signal would predict, positive (Fig. 3a) and negative
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represented, as is the biphasic form of the prediction error (Fig. 3c).
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value (combining the predicted and the actual pain value, for
reasons of analysis) by including the temporal difference value
term in our regression model. This revealed correlated activity in
the right anterior insula cortex (Fig. 4a). The estimated response is
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coloured yellow/orange show significant correlation with the temporal difference
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trials, the expectation evoked by the first cue would be reversed by
the second. This allowed us to study the neural implementation of
both the expectations themselves, and their reversals.

Two important aspects of most accounts of prediction learning
are the predictions themselves (termed values) and the errors in
those predictions9. Figure 1b shows the predictions associated with
each of the trial types 1–4. These predictions are calculated and
revised as new stimuli are presented. Figure 1c shows the associated
prediction error. The nature of this signal, which treats ongoing
changes in predicted values on an exact par with actual affective
outcomes, has helped to explain data on dopamine cell activity. This
prediction error signal drives learning by specifying how the
predictions should change. In appetitive conditioning the dopa-
mine projection to the ventral striatum is believed to be a critical
substrate for this signal, although apart from theoretical specu-
lations about opponent processing16, the equivalent for aversive
conditioning is less clear. As in earlier work on appetitive con-
ditioning, we used the temporal difference model to generate
regressors based on the values and prediction errors appropriate
to each individual subject13. Statistical parametric mapping of the
regression coefficients permits identification of regions associated
with, and in receipt of, information about predictions. Indeed, the
temporal difference value was (negatively) correlated with the
reaction times across subjects for the high-valued cues
(P , 0.001), even when considering the second-order cue alone
(P , 0.01). This result provides strong evidence that behavioural
reinforcement occurs in a manner consistent with the temporal
difference model.

The prediction error was highly correlated with activity in both
the right and the left ventral putamen (Fig. 2). Correlations were
also noted in the right head of the caudate, the left substantia nigra,
the cerebellum (bilaterally) and the right anterior insula cortex
(Fig. 2). Figure 3 shows the estimated responses in the right ventral
putamen. As the most straightforward model coupling prediction
error to BOLD signal would predict, positive (Fig. 3a) and negative
(Fig. 3b) prediction errors at various times in the trial are clearly
represented, as is the biphasic form of the prediction error (Fig. 3c).

We also investigated the representation of the temporal difference
value (combining the predicted and the actual pain value, for
reasons of analysis) by including the temporal difference value
term in our regression model. This revealed correlated activity in
the right anterior insula cortex (Fig. 4a). The estimated response is
illustrated in Fig. 4c. The importance of this structure in pain
learning has previously been identified5. In addition, we found

temporal difference value-related responses in the brainstem
(Fig. 4b). Precise anatomical localization of brainstem activation
is difficult with standard neuroimaging, although we note a con-
sistency with the probable location of the dorsal raphe nucleus. We
also observed temporal difference value-related responses in the
anterior cingulate cortex and the right amygdala, which did not
survive statistical correction for multiple comparisons.
The striking resemblance between the BOLD signal in the ventral

putamen and the temporal difference prediction error (Fig. 3) offers
powerful support for the temporal difference model, in particular
because this is a second-order paradigm. Other dynamic models of
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trials, the expectation evoked by the first cue would be reversed by
the second. This allowed us to study the neural implementation of
both the expectations themselves, and their reversals.

Two important aspects of most accounts of prediction learning
are the predictions themselves (termed values) and the errors in
those predictions9. Figure 1b shows the predictions associated with
each of the trial types 1–4. These predictions are calculated and
revised as new stimuli are presented. Figure 1c shows the associated
prediction error. The nature of this signal, which treats ongoing
changes in predicted values on an exact par with actual affective
outcomes, has helped to explain data on dopamine cell activity. This
prediction error signal drives learning by specifying how the
predictions should change. In appetitive conditioning the dopa-
mine projection to the ventral striatum is believed to be a critical
substrate for this signal, although apart from theoretical specu-
lations about opponent processing16, the equivalent for aversive
conditioning is less clear. As in earlier work on appetitive con-
ditioning, we used the temporal difference model to generate
regressors based on the values and prediction errors appropriate
to each individual subject13. Statistical parametric mapping of the
regression coefficients permits identification of regions associated
with, and in receipt of, information about predictions. Indeed, the
temporal difference value was (negatively) correlated with the
reaction times across subjects for the high-valued cues
(P , 0.001), even when considering the second-order cue alone
(P , 0.01). This result provides strong evidence that behavioural
reinforcement occurs in a manner consistent with the temporal
difference model.

The prediction error was highly correlated with activity in both
the right and the left ventral putamen (Fig. 2). Correlations were
also noted in the right head of the caudate, the left substantia nigra,
the cerebellum (bilaterally) and the right anterior insula cortex
(Fig. 2). Figure 3 shows the estimated responses in the right ventral
putamen. As the most straightforward model coupling prediction
error to BOLD signal would predict, positive (Fig. 3a) and negative
(Fig. 3b) prediction errors at various times in the trial are clearly
represented, as is the biphasic form of the prediction error (Fig. 3c).

We also investigated the representation of the temporal difference
value (combining the predicted and the actual pain value, for
reasons of analysis) by including the temporal difference value
term in our regression model. This revealed correlated activity in
the right anterior insula cortex (Fig. 4a). The estimated response is
illustrated in Fig. 4c. The importance of this structure in pain
learning has previously been identified5. In addition, we found

temporal difference value-related responses in the brainstem
(Fig. 4b). Precise anatomical localization of brainstem activation
is difficult with standard neuroimaging, although we note a con-
sistency with the probable location of the dorsal raphe nucleus. We
also observed temporal difference value-related responses in the
anterior cingulate cortex and the right amygdala, which did not
survive statistical correction for multiple comparisons.
The striking resemblance between the BOLD signal in the ventral

putamen and the temporal difference prediction error (Fig. 3) offers
powerful support for the temporal difference model, in particular
because this is a second-order paradigm. Other dynamic models of
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trials, the expectation evoked by the first cue would be reversed by
the second. This allowed us to study the neural implementation of
both the expectations themselves, and their reversals.

Two important aspects of most accounts of prediction learning
are the predictions themselves (termed values) and the errors in
those predictions9. Figure 1b shows the predictions associated with
each of the trial types 1–4. These predictions are calculated and
revised as new stimuli are presented. Figure 1c shows the associated
prediction error. The nature of this signal, which treats ongoing
changes in predicted values on an exact par with actual affective
outcomes, has helped to explain data on dopamine cell activity. This
prediction error signal drives learning by specifying how the
predictions should change. In appetitive conditioning the dopa-
mine projection to the ventral striatum is believed to be a critical
substrate for this signal, although apart from theoretical specu-
lations about opponent processing16, the equivalent for aversive
conditioning is less clear. As in earlier work on appetitive con-
ditioning, we used the temporal difference model to generate
regressors based on the values and prediction errors appropriate
to each individual subject13. Statistical parametric mapping of the
regression coefficients permits identification of regions associated
with, and in receipt of, information about predictions. Indeed, the
temporal difference value was (negatively) correlated with the
reaction times across subjects for the high-valued cues
(P , 0.001), even when considering the second-order cue alone
(P , 0.01). This result provides strong evidence that behavioural
reinforcement occurs in a manner consistent with the temporal
difference model.

The prediction error was highly correlated with activity in both
the right and the left ventral putamen (Fig. 2). Correlations were
also noted in the right head of the caudate, the left substantia nigra,
the cerebellum (bilaterally) and the right anterior insula cortex
(Fig. 2). Figure 3 shows the estimated responses in the right ventral
putamen. As the most straightforward model coupling prediction
error to BOLD signal would predict, positive (Fig. 3a) and negative
(Fig. 3b) prediction errors at various times in the trial are clearly
represented, as is the biphasic form of the prediction error (Fig. 3c).

We also investigated the representation of the temporal difference
value (combining the predicted and the actual pain value, for
reasons of analysis) by including the temporal difference value
term in our regression model. This revealed correlated activity in
the right anterior insula cortex (Fig. 4a). The estimated response is
illustrated in Fig. 4c. The importance of this structure in pain
learning has previously been identified5. In addition, we found

temporal difference value-related responses in the brainstem
(Fig. 4b). Precise anatomical localization of brainstem activation
is difficult with standard neuroimaging, although we note a con-
sistency with the probable location of the dorsal raphe nucleus. We
also observed temporal difference value-related responses in the
anterior cingulate cortex and the right amygdala, which did not
survive statistical correction for multiple comparisons.
The striking resemblance between the BOLD signal in the ventral

putamen and the temporal difference prediction error (Fig. 3) offers
powerful support for the temporal difference model, in particular
because this is a second-order paradigm. Other dynamic models of
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B.  Random-Dot Motion Task

Random-dot motion discrimination
• Varying coherence level
• Response by saccades (saccadic eye movement)

ANRV314-NE30-21 ARI 21 May 2007 13:44

Aligning the responses to saccade initia-
tion (Figure 5c, right) reveals a correlate of
commitment: a threshold rate of firing be-
fore Tin choices. When separated by motion
strength, the curves overlap considerably just
prior to the saccade and thus make it im-
possible to identify a single point of conver-
gence because each motion strength leads to
a broad distribution of RTs. When these same
responses are grouped by RT instead of mo-

tion strength, they achieve a common level
of activity !70 ms before saccade initiation
(arrow in Figure 5d ). Thus the decision
process appears to terminate when the neu-
rons associated with the chosen target reach
a critical firing rate. When the monkey
chooses Tout, another set of neurons—the
ones with the chosen target in their RFs—
determines the termination of the decision
process.
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C.  Four-Armed Bandit Machine  Task

An example of multi-armed bandit machine problem

Daw et. al, Nature 2006
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identify brain regions in which neural activity was significantly
correlated with themodel’s internal signals. Consistent with previous
studies7–9 was our observation that a prediction error was correlated
significantly with activity in both the ventral and dorsal striatum (see

Supplementary Table 3). Other, cortical, structures linked to this
subcortical network15 also showed significant value-related corre-
lations. Specifically, we found activity in medial orbitofrontal cortex
to be correlated with themagnitude of the obtained payoff (Fig. 2a), a

Figure 1 | Task design. a, Illustration of the timeline within a trial. Initially,
four slots are presented. The subject chooses one, which then spins. Three
seconds later the number of points won is revealed. After a further
second the screen is cleared. The next trial is triggered after a fixed trial
length of 6 s and an additional variable inter-trial interval (mean 2 s).

b, Example of mean payoffs that would be received for choosing each slot
machine (four coloured lines) on each trial, demonstrating their
independent random diffusion. The payoff received for a particular choice is
corrupted by gaussian noise around this mean.

Figure 2 | Reward-related activations. Activation maps (yellow, P , 0.001;
red, P , 0.01 to illustrate the full extent of the activations) are
superimposed on a subject-averaged structural scan. a, Region of medial
orbitofrontal cortex (mOFC) correlating significantly with the number of
points received. The coordinates of the activated area are [3,30,221, peak
z ! 3.87]. The bar plot shows the average BOLD response to outcome,
binned by amount won (error bars represent s.e.m.). b, Regions of
ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC; including medial and lateral

orbitofrontal cortex and adjacent medial prefrontal cortex) correlating
significantly with the probability assigned by the computational model to
the subject’s choice of slot. The coordinates of the activated areas are as
follows: medial orbitofrontal, [23,45,218, peak z ! 5.62]; lateral
orbitofrontal (not illustrated), [45,36,215, peak z ! 4.6]; medial prefrontal,
[23,33,26, peak z ! 4.62]. The bar plot shows the average medial
prefrontal BOLD response to decision, binned by choice probability (error
bars represent s.e.m.).
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Markov Decision Problem (MDP)

with states,  actions,  transition probability,  reward

. Goal:  find a ‘policy’ for the decision maker
- Policy determines the action in a given state.

Markov chain →  Markov decision process

Source -  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markov_chain
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markov_decision_process
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Signal Detection Theory (SDT)

Source -  http://www.cns.nyu.edu/~david/handouts/sdt/sdt.html
http://www.csic.cornell.edu/201/signal_detection/

http://www-psych.stanford.edu/~lera/psych115s/notes/signal/
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Figure 1: Internal response probability density functions for noise-alone and for signal-
plus-noise trials.

asked to use their own judgement in making a decision. Different subjects may feel that
the different types of errors are not equal. You might even emphasize to one subject that
they should be careful not to make any false alarms, or you might offer to pay themmore
for getting more hits.

Perhaps the simplest strategy that the subject can adopt is to pick a criterion location
along the internal response axis. Whenever the internal response is greater than this cri-
terion they respond “yes”. Whenever the internal response is less than this criterion they
respond “no”.

An example criterion is indicated by the vertical lines in Figure 2. The criterion line
divides the graph into four sections that correspond to: hits, misses, false alarms, and
correct rejections. On both hits and false alarms, the internal response is greater than
the criterion, because the subject is responding “yes”. Hits correspond to signal-plus-
noise trials when the internal response is greater than criterion, as indicated in the figure.
False alarms correspond to noise-alone trials when the internal response is greater than
criterion, as indicated in the figure.

Suppose that the subject chooses a low criterion (Figure 3, top), so that they respond
“yes” to almost everything. Then they will never miss a flash when it is present and
they will therefore have a very high hit rate. On the other hand, saying “yes” to almost
everything will greatly increase the number of false alarms. Thus, there is a clear cost to
increasing the number of hits, and that cost is paid in terms of false alarms. If the subject
chooses a high criterion (Figure 3, bottom) then they respond “no” to almost everything.
They will rarely make a false alarm, but they will also miss many real flashes.

There is no way that the subject can set their criterion to achieve only hits and no false
alarms; it is inevitable that some mistakes will be made. Because of the noise it is simply
a true, undeniable, fact that the internal responses on noise-alone trials may exceed the
internal responses on signal-plus-noise trials, in some instances. Thus the subject cannot
always be right. They can adjust the kind of errors that they make by manipulating their
criterion, the one part of this diagram that is under their control.
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Figure 2: Internal response probability density functions for noise-alone and signal-plus-
noise trials. Since the curves overlap, the internal response for a noise-alone trial may
exceed the internal response for a signal-plus-noise trial. Vertical lines correspond to the
criterion response.

The receiver operating characteristic. We can describe the full range of the subject’s
options in a single curve, called an ROC curve, which stands for receiver-operating char-
acteristic. The receiver-operating characteristic captures, in a single graph, the various
alternatives that are available to the subject as they move their criterion to higher and
lower levels.

ROC curves (Figure 4) are plotted with the false alarm rate on the horizontal axis and
the hit rate on the vertical axis. We already know that if the criterion is high, then both
the false alarm rate and the hit rate will be very low. If we move the criterion lower, then
the hit rate and the false alarm rate both increase. So the full ROC curve has an upward
sloping shape. Notice also that for any reasonable choice of criterion, the hit rate is always
larger than the false alarm rate, so the ROC curve is bowed upward. The subject may set
the criterion anywhere, but any choice that they make will land them with a hit and false
alarm rate somewhere on the ROC curve.

The role of signal strength. If we present a brighter flash (e.g., with 200 photons emitted
per flash on average rather than 100), then the subject’s internal response strength will,
on the average, be stronger. Pictorially, this will have the effect of shifting the probability
density function for signal-plus-noise trials to the right, a bit further away from the noise-
alone probability density.

Figure 4 shows two sets of probability densities and two ROC curves. When the signal
is stronger there is less overlap between the two probability density curves. When this
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High noise,
lots of overlap

Low noise,
not much overlap

Figure 5: Internal response probability density functions for two different noise levels.
When the noise is greater, the curves are wider (more spread) and there is more overlap.

flashed with a “fixed” intensity (e.g., with 100 photons emitted per flash on average). We
count up the number of hits and false alarms, and that drops us somewhere on one of
the ROC curves in Figure 4. Let’s say it lands us on the ROC curve labelled n=1 (1 pho-
ton absorption per trial, on average). The we might conclude that people are capable of
detecting a single photon of light. To check the assumptions of this analysis, we could
double the intensity of the light so that 200 photons would be emitted per flash on aver-
age. Running the forced-choice experiment and counting the hits and false alarms in this
case should drop us somewhere on the ROC curve labelled n=2. And so on for 300, 400,
etc. emitted photons.

Notice that we need to know both the hit rate and the false alarm rate to get a mea-
sure of performance that is independent of the subject’s criterion.

Although nobody has actually done this experiment in exactly this way, there is quite a
lot of evidence that people are capable of detecting a very dim flash of light for which only
a few (maybe only 1, but probably more are necessary) photons are absorbed (Hecht et
al., 1942; Barlow and Levick, 1969; Barlow et al., 1971; Sackitt, 1972). That is really quite
surprising because it implies that a handful of photon absorptions give rise to a reliable
neural signal that bubbles all the way up through the visual pathways. How do you think
that might be possible, given the noisiness of cortical responses?

Two-Alternative Forced Choice

Another way to measure performance independent of any criterion is to use a a two-
alternative, forced-choice method. We’ll use the Newsome et al.direction discrimination
experiments for an example. Newsome and colleagues (Newsome et al., 1989; Salzman et
al., 1990, 1992; Britten et al., 1992) recorded neural activity of MT neurons in response
to stimuli consisting of a field of coherently moving dots superimposed on a field of ran-
domlymoving dots. The strength of the motion signal was controlled by varying the ratio
of coherent to random dots. The coherent dots moved either in the cell’s preferred direc-
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Signal Detection Theory (SDT)

d’ = 1

Hits = 97.5% 
False alarms = 84%

Hits = 84%
False alarms =  50%

Hits = 50%
False alarms =  16%

Figure 3: Effect of shifting the criterion.

happens the subject’s choices are not so difficult as before. They can pick a criterion to
get nearly a perfect hit rate with almost no false alarms. ROC curves for stronger signals
bow out further than ROC curves for weaker signals.

Varying the noise. There is another aspect of the probability densities that also deter-
mines detectability: the spread of the curves. For example, consider the two sets of proba-
bility densities in Figure 5. The separation between the peaks is the same but the second
set of curves are much skinnier. Clearly, the signal is much more discriminable when
there is less spread (less noise) in the probability densities. So the subject would have an
easier time setting their criterion in order to be right nearly all the time.

In our example, we have assumed Poisson noise so the absorption count variance is
proportional to the mean absorption count. However, one can easily imagine situations
in which the response variance depends on factors that are independent of the mean
response.

Discriminability index ( ). Thus, the discriminability of a signal depends both on the
separation and the spread of the noise-alone and signal-plus-noise curves. To write down
a full description of how discriminable the signal is from no-signal, we want a formula
that captures both the separation and the spread. The most widely used measure is called
d-prime ( ), and its formula is simply:

where the separation corresponds to the difference between the means, and the spread
corresponds to the standard deviation of the probability densities. This number, , is

5

Source -  http://www.cns.nyu.edu/~david/handouts/sdt/sdt.html
http://www.csic.cornell.edu/201/signal_detection/
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Signal Detection Theory (SDT)
440    DAYAN AND DAW

The open circles in Figure 7B show the remarkable con-
clusion of this part of the study. These report the result of 
the Bayesian decision-theoretic analysis described above, 
applied to the neural activity data of the neuron shown in 
Figure 7C. This so-called neurometric curve shows the 
probability that an ideal observer knowing the firing rate 
distributions of a single cell and making optimal decisions 
would get the answer right. This single cell would already 
support decisions of the same quality as those made by the 

herent direction), for both of the two directions of motion. 
Mapping this onto our problem, the firing rate is the cue c  
(from the perspective of neurons upstream), the state is 
the actual direction of motion of the stimulus, and the 
histograms in the figure are the conditional distributions 
p1(c | x1) (hashed) and p2(c | x2) (solid). It is apparent that 
these distributions are well separated for high- coherence 
trials—thus supporting low error discrimination— and 
less well for low-coherence ones.

Figure 7. Britten, Shadlen, Newsome, and Movshon’s (1992) experiment on primate signal detection. (A) Ma-
caque mon keys observed random-dot motion displays made from a mixture of coherent dots interpreted as mov-
ing in one direction and incoherent dots moving at random. For these dots, the task was to tell whether the coherent 
collection was moving up or down. The percentage of coherently moving dots determined difficulty. (B) The filled 
points show the psychometric curve—that is, the discrimination performance as a function of the percentage of 
coherent dots. The open points show the quality of performance that would be optimally supported by a recorded 
neuron. (C) The graphs show histograms of the activity of a single MT neuron at three coherence levels over a 2-sec 
period, when the coherent motion was in its preferred direction (hashed) or opposite to this (solid). The larger the 
coherence, the larger the discriminability d , and the more easily an ideal observer counting the spikes just of this 
neuron would be able to judge the direction. From “The Analysis of Visual Motion: A Comparison of Neuronal and 
Psychophysical Performance,” by K. H. Britten, M. N. Shadlen, W. T. Newsome, and J. A. Movshon, 1992, Journal 
of Neuroscience, 12, pp. 4746, 4751, 4752, copyright 1992 by the Society for Neuroscience, and Theoretical Neuro-
science: Computational and Mathematical Modeling of Neural Systems (pp. 89, 90), by P. Dayan and L. F. Abbott, 
2005, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, copyright 2005 by MIT. Adapted with permission.
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Figure 5. Analysis of physiological data. A, This three-dimensional plot illustrates frequency histograms of responses obtained from a single MT 
neuron at five different correlation levels. The horizontal axis shows the amplitude of the neuronal response, and the vertical axis indicates the 
number of trials on which a particular response was obtained. The depth axis shows the correlation of motion signal used to elicit the response 
distributions. Open bars depict responses obtained for motion in the neuron’s preferred direction, while solid bars illustrate responses for null 
direction motion. For this neuron, each distribution is based on 60 trials. B, ROCs for the five pairs of preferred-null response distributions 
illustrated in A. Each point on an ROC depicts the proportion of trials on which the preferred direction response exceeded a criterion level plotted 
against the proportion of trials on which the null direction response exceeded criterion. Each ROC was generated by increasing the criterion level 
from 0 to 120 spikes in one-spike increments. Increased separation of the preferred and null response distributions in A leads to an increased 
deflection of the ROC away from the diagonal. C, A neurometric function that describes the sensitivity of an MT neuron to motion signals of 
increasing strength. The curve shows the performance of a simple decision model that bases judgements of motion direction on responses like those 
illustrated in A. The proportion of correct choices made by the model is plotted against the strength of the motion signal. The proportion of correct 
choices at a particular correlation level is simply the normalized area under the corresponding ROC curve in B. For this neuron, data were obtained 
at seven correlation levels; response distributions and ROC curves are illustrated for five of these levels in A and B. The neurometric function was 
fitted with sigmoidal curves of the form given in Equation 1. In this experiment, neuronal threshold (a) was 4.41 correlation and the unitless siope 
parameter for the neurometric function (p) was 1.30. 
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at roughly equal rates as the criterion response increased from 
1 to 100 impulses/trial. In general, the curvature of the ROC 
away from the diagonal indicates the separation of the preferred 
and null response distributions (Bamber, 1975). 

Green and Swets (1966) showed formally that the normalized 
area under the ROC corresponds to the performance expected 
of an ideal observer in a two-alternative, forced-choice psycho- 
physical paradigm like the one employed in the present study. 
Again, one can intuit that this is reasonable. At 12.8% corre- 
lation, 99% of the area of the unit square in Figure 5B falls 
beneath the ROC, corresponding to the near-perfect perfor- 
mance we would expect based on the response distributions for 
12.8% correlation in Figure 5.4. In contrast, only 51% of the 
unit square falls beneath the ROC for 0.8% correlation, corre- 
sponding as expected to random performance. 

For each correlation level tested, we used this method to 
compute the probability that the decision rule would yield a 
correct response, and the results are shown in Figure 5C. These 
data capture the sensitivity of the neuron to directional signals 
in the same manner that the psychometric function captures 
perceptual sensitivity to directional signals. As for the psycho- 
metric data, we fitted the neurometric data with smooth curves 
of the form given by Equation 1. This function provided an 
excellent description of the neurometric data; the fit could be 
rejected for only 2 of the 2 16 neurometric functions in our data 
set (x2 test, p < 0.05). Application of Equation 2 resulted in a 
significantly improved fit for only one neuron. For the example 
in Figure 5C, the threshold parameter, (Y, was 4.4% correlation, 
and the slope parameter, & was 1.30. For each neurometric 
function, these parameters can be compared to the equivalent 
parameters obtained from the corresponding psychometric 
function. 

1 10 100 1 10 100 

Correlation (%) 
Figure 6. Psychometric and neurometric functions obtained in six 
experiments. The open symbols and broken lines depict psychometric 
data, while the solid symbols and solid lines represent neurometric data. 
The six examples illustrate the range of relationships present in our data. 
A, Results of the experiment illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. Psycho- 
physical and neuronal data were statistically indistinguishable in this 
experiment. Thresholds and slope parameters are given in the captions 
for Figures 4 and 5. B, A second experiment in which psychometric and 
neurometric data were statistically indistinguishable. Psychometric 01 = 
17.8% correlation, p = 1.20; neurometric o( = 23.0% correlation, (3 = 
1.31. C, An experiment in which psychophysical threshold was sub- 
stantially lower than neuronal threshold. Psychometric 01 = 3.7% cor- 
relation, p = 1.68; neurometric (Y = 14.8% correlation, @ = 1.49. D, An 
experiment in which neuronal threshold was substantially lower than 
psychophysical threshold. Psychometric (Y = 13.0% correlation, (3 = 
2.15; neurometric LY = 4.7% correlation, fl= 1.58. E, An experiment in 
which thresholds were similar but slopes were dissimilar. Psychometric 
LY = 3.9% correlation, B = 1.36; neurometric 01 = 4.0% correlation, p = 
0.79. F, An experiment in which threshold and slope were dissimilar. 
Psychometric (Y = 3.1% correlation, (3 = 0.91; neurometric LY = 27.0% 
correlation, 0 = 1.81. 

to 120 impulses/trial, the proportion of preferred direction re- 
sponses exceeding criterion also fell toward zero. Thus, the ROC 
for 12.8% correlation fell along the upper and left margins of 
the unit square in Figure 5B (triangles). In contrast, the ROC 
for 0.8% correlation fell near the diagonal line bisecting the unit 
square (open circles); since the preferred and null response dis- 
tributions were very similar at 0.8% correlation, the proportion 
of preferred and null direction responses exceeding criterion fell 

Comparison of psychometric and neurometric functions. Fig- 
ure 6A shows the psychometric and neurometric functions ob- 
tained from the experiment illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. The 
two functions are remarkably similar both in their location along 
the abscissa and in their overall shape. The apparent similarity 
of the two functions was reflected in a close correspondence 
between the threshold parameters, o(, and the slope parameters, 
p, obtained from the Weibull fits (Eq. 1) to the two data sets. 
The neurometric threshold of 4.4% correlation compared fa- 
vorably to the psychometric threshold of 6.1% correlation, and 
the slope parameters were similar as well (neurometric p = 1.30; 
psychometric p = 1.17). This similarity of psychometric and 
neurometric data was a common feature of our data, and Figure 
6B illustrates a second example. Although the absolute threshold 
levels were higher under the conditions of this experiment, the 
neurometric and psychometric data sets were again quite similar 
(neuronal: CY = 23.0%, p = 1.3 1; psychophysical: (Y = 17.8%, p 
= 1.20). Higher absolute thresholds typically occurred when the 
properties of the neuron under study required a psychophysi- 
tally nonoptimal presentation of the discriminanda (e.g., un- 
usually small receptive fields, large eccentricities, or high speeds). 
The remaining panels in Figure 6 exemplify the range of vari- 
ation in our data. Neuronal and psychophysical thresholds could 
be strikingly dissimilar, with either the neuron (Fig. 60) or the 
monkey (Fig. 6CJ’) being more sensitive. The slope parameters 
could also appear dissimilar (Fig. 6E,F), but significant differ- 
ences in slope were observed less frequently than significant 
differences in threshold (see below). 

A particularly surprising aspect of our data was the existence 
of MT neurons that were substantially more sensitive to motion 
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Exploration and Exploitation Tradeoff

Exploit the current reward
• immediate reward from the current choice

Explore the future reward
• by sampling other possible options

Maximize the total rewards
• balancing exploitation and exploration

12



Abstract Model - Fig. 2

Decision-theoretic task

tion Theory and Temporal State Uncertainty sections, along 
with the roles of two visual cortical areas (MT and lateral 
intraparietal area [LIP]). The simpler version can be seen as 
a standard signal detection theory task; the more complex 

len (2001, 2007) 
stopping problem. This, in turn, is a form of 

tial probability ratio test (SPRT; Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998; 
Shadlen, Hanks, Churchland, Kiani, & Yang, 2007; Smith 

theoretic 
off 

between exploration and exploitation (Daw, O’Doherty, 
Dayan, Seymour, & Dolan, 2006). Here, human subjects 

armed bandit machines 
whose payoffs are changing over time (shown by the curves 
inside each). The subjects can find out about the current 
value of a machine only by choosing it and, so, have to 
balance picking the machine that is currently believed 
best against choosing a machine that has not recently 
been sampled, in case its value has increased. Problems 
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David Marr’s  Tri-Level Hypothesis

a. Computational level
- What does the system do?   What problems does it solve?

- Why does it do these things?

b. Algorithmic/representational level
- How does the system solve the problems?

- What steps are carried out to solve the problem?

c. Implementational level
- How is the system physically

 realized/implemented?

David Marr,  1945 - 1980

14



a.  Issues in Computational Level,

Issues in terms of knowledge
• Subjects might know or be ignorant of
- their current state

- rules of the task  :  transition probability,  reward/penalty

Issues in terms of ambition
• Modest goal of exploitation
- Make the current reward as valuable as possible

• Combining exploitation and exploration
- Maximize the total rewards obtained over many trials

- Immediate benefit  vs.  future benefits  → lifetime optimality
15



b.  Issues in Algorithmic/Representational Level,

Algorithm varies according to computational goals.

Model-based methods
• Make use of the rules

Model-free methods
• Ignore rules and use the simple quantities

16



c.  Issues in Implementational Level,

How does the brain implement algorithms?
• Corresponding brain mechanisms should be examined.

It seems that brain employs
• model-free reinforcement learning algorithms

- Dopamine controls synaptic plasticity.

• model-based methods for planning

Issue of state uncertainty
• Belief about the current state :  belief state
• Abstract state  vs.  noisy sensory information

17



An MDP Example - Fig. 3
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the value of each action Q*
1(a), defined as the expected 

return for performing that action, is

 Q*
1(a)  r1(a), (1)

and a best action (i.e., one that maximizes this expected 
return) is

 *
1  argmaxa {L,R} [Q*

1(a)]  L, (2A)

and similarly

 *
2  argmaxa {L,R} [Q*

2(a)]  R.  (2B)

a {L, R, C} to each state xi. The probabilities pij  pij(C) 
indicate the probabilities of going from state xi to xj under 
action C, whose cost is ri(C); actions L and R have de-
terministic consequences. Exactly how the “best” policy 
is defined depends on the particular goal. For now, we 
will assume that the rewards and costs earned across each 
whole single trial are simply summed, and it is this sum 
that has to be predicted and optimized.

First, consider the case in which the goal is exploitation 
within a single trial, to maximize the average, or expected, 
reward. If we consider state x1, the task is straightforward; 
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Figure 3. Markov decision problem (MDP). (A) The version of the basic task rendered as a simple MDP. Each state xi has a distinct 
cue ci, and the rewards and transition probabilities are as shown (the case for C at x4 is symmetric with respect to x3). The solution to 
MDP involves optimal state-action values Q*

i(a), state values V*
i, and thence the optimal policy *

i (shown in the boxes) first for states 
x1 and x2 (B), and then for x3 and x4 (C). The calculation for x3 and x4 depends only on V*

1 and V*
2 and not on the manner by which the 

reward from x1 or x2 is achieved.



Goal :  compute the best policy 
- ‘best’  :  maximize the sum of rewards and costs within a 

single trial
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within a single trial, to maximize the average, or expected, 
reward. If we consider state x1, the task is straightforward; 
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the value of each action Q*
1(a), defined as the expected 

return for performing that action, is

 Q*
1(a)  r1(a), (1)

and a best action (i.e., one that maximizes this expected 
return) is

 *
1  argmaxa {L,R} [Q*

1(a)]  L, (2A)

and similarly

 *
2  argmaxa {L,R} [Q*

2(a)]  R.  (2B)

a {L, R, C} to each state xi. The probabilities pij  pij(C) 
indicate the probabilities of going from state xi to xj under 
action C, whose cost is ri(C); actions L and R have de-
terministic consequences. Exactly how the “best” policy 
is defined depends on the particular goal. For now, we 
will assume that the rewards and costs earned across each 
whole single trial are simply summed, and it is this sum 
that has to be predicted and optimized.

First, consider the case in which the goal is exploitation 
within a single trial, to maximize the average, or expected, 
reward. If we consider state x1, the task is straightforward; 
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the value of each action Q*
1(a), defined as the expected 

return for performing that action, is
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return) is
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and similarly
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2(a)]  R.  (2B)
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indicate the probabilities of going from state xi to xj under 
action C, whose cost is ri(C); actions L and R have de-
terministic consequences. Exactly how the “best” policy 
is defined depends on the particular goal. For now, we 
will assume that the rewards and costs earned across each 
whole single trial are simply summed, and it is this sum 
that has to be predicted and optimized.

First, consider the case in which the goal is exploitation 
within a single trial, to maximize the average, or expected, 
reward. If we consider state x1, the task is straightforward; 
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x1 and x2 (B), and then for x3 and x4 (C). The calculation for x3 and x4 depends only on V*

1 and V*
2 and not on the manner by which the 

reward from x1 or x2 is achieved.

trials, the expectation evoked by the first cue would be reversed by
the second. This allowed us to study the neural implementation of
both the expectations themselves, and their reversals.

Two important aspects of most accounts of prediction learning
are the predictions themselves (termed values) and the errors in
those predictions9. Figure 1b shows the predictions associated with
each of the trial types 1–4. These predictions are calculated and
revised as new stimuli are presented. Figure 1c shows the associated
prediction error. The nature of this signal, which treats ongoing
changes in predicted values on an exact par with actual affective
outcomes, has helped to explain data on dopamine cell activity. This
prediction error signal drives learning by specifying how the
predictions should change. In appetitive conditioning the dopa-
mine projection to the ventral striatum is believed to be a critical
substrate for this signal, although apart from theoretical specu-
lations about opponent processing16, the equivalent for aversive
conditioning is less clear. As in earlier work on appetitive con-
ditioning, we used the temporal difference model to generate
regressors based on the values and prediction errors appropriate
to each individual subject13. Statistical parametric mapping of the
regression coefficients permits identification of regions associated
with, and in receipt of, information about predictions. Indeed, the
temporal difference value was (negatively) correlated with the
reaction times across subjects for the high-valued cues
(P , 0.001), even when considering the second-order cue alone
(P , 0.01). This result provides strong evidence that behavioural
reinforcement occurs in a manner consistent with the temporal
difference model.

The prediction error was highly correlated with activity in both
the right and the left ventral putamen (Fig. 2). Correlations were
also noted in the right head of the caudate, the left substantia nigra,
the cerebellum (bilaterally) and the right anterior insula cortex
(Fig. 2). Figure 3 shows the estimated responses in the right ventral
putamen. As the most straightforward model coupling prediction
error to BOLD signal would predict, positive (Fig. 3a) and negative
(Fig. 3b) prediction errors at various times in the trial are clearly
represented, as is the biphasic form of the prediction error (Fig. 3c).

We also investigated the representation of the temporal difference
value (combining the predicted and the actual pain value, for
reasons of analysis) by including the temporal difference value
term in our regression model. This revealed correlated activity in
the right anterior insula cortex (Fig. 4a). The estimated response is
illustrated in Fig. 4c. The importance of this structure in pain
learning has previously been identified5. In addition, we found

temporal difference value-related responses in the brainstem
(Fig. 4b). Precise anatomical localization of brainstem activation
is difficult with standard neuroimaging, although we note a con-
sistency with the probable location of the dorsal raphe nucleus. We
also observed temporal difference value-related responses in the
anterior cingulate cortex and the right amygdala, which did not
survive statistical correction for multiple comparisons.
The striking resemblance between the BOLD signal in the ventral

putamen and the temporal difference prediction error (Fig. 3) offers
powerful support for the temporal difference model, in particular
because this is a second-order paradigm. Other dynamic models of

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Experimental design and temporal difference model. a, The experimental design
expressed as a Markov chain, giving four separate trial types. b, Temporal difference
value. As learning proceeds, earlier cues learn to make accurate value predictions (that is,

weighted averages of the final expected pain). c, Temporal difference prediction error;

during learning the prediction error is transferred to earlier cues as they acquire the

ability to make predictions. In trial types 3 and 4, the substantial change in prediction

elicits a large positive or negative prediction error. (For clarity, before and mid-learning are

shown only for trial type 1.)

Figure 2 Temporal difference prediction error (statistical parametric maps). Areas
coloured yellow/orange show significant correlation with the temporal difference

prediction error. Yellow represents the greatest correlation. Peak activations (MNI

coordinates and statistical z scores) are: right ventral putamen (put; (32, 0, 28),

z ! 5.38); left ventral putamen (put; (230,22,24), z ! 3.93); right head of caudate

(caud; (18, 20, 6), z ! 3.75); left substantia nigra (sn; (210,210,28), z ! 3.52); right

anterior insula (ins; (46, 22, 24), z ! 3.71); right cerebellum ((28, 246, 230),

z ! 4.91); and left cerebellum ((234,252,228), z ! 4.42). R indicates the right side.
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report quantities akin to the temporal difference predic-
tion error in Equation 7. This comes on top of a huge body 
of results on the involvement of dopamine and its striatal 
projection in appetitive learning and appetitively motivated 
choice behavior (for some recent highlights, see Costa, 
2007; Hyman, Malenka, & Nestler, 2006; Joel et al., 2002; 
Wickens, Horvitz, Costa, & Killcross, 2007). The pro-
posal that this operates according to the rules of reinforce-
ment learning (Balleine et al., 2007; Barto, 1995; Daw & 
Doya, 2006; Haruno et al., 2004; Joel et al., 2002; Mon-
tague et al., 1996; O’Doherty, Dayan, Friston, Critchley, & 
Dolan, 2003; O’Doherty et al., 2004; Schultz et al., 1997; 
Suri & Schultz, 1998), in a way that ties together the at least 
equally extensive data on the psychology of instrumental 
choice with these neural data, has extensive, although not 
universal, support (e.g., Berridge, 2007; Redgrave, Gurney, 
& Reynolds, 2008).

However, behaviorally sophisticated experiments (re-
viewed in Balleine et al., 2007; Dickinson & Balleine, 
2002) show that this is nothing like the whole story. These 
experiments study the effects of changing the desirabil-
ity of rewards just before animals are allowed to exploit 
their learning. Model-based methods of control can use 
their explicit representation of the rules to modify their 
choices immediately in the light of such changes, whereas 
model-free methods, whose values change only through 
prediction errors (such as Equation 7), require further ex-
perience to do so (Daw et al., 2005). There is evidence for 
both sorts of control, with model-based choices (called 
goal-directed actions) dominating for abbreviated expe-
rience, certain sorts of complex tasks, and actions close 
to final outcomes. Model-free choices (called habits) are 
evident after more exten sive experience, in simple tasks, 
and for actions further from outcomes. Furthermore, these 
two forms of control can be differentially suppressed by 
selective lesions of parts of the medial prefrontal cortex 
in rats (Killcross & Coutureau, 2003). Daw et al. (2005) 
argued that the trade-off between goal-directed actions 
and habits is computationally grounded in the differential 
uncertainties of model-based and model-free control in 
the light of limited sampling experience.

sions of these have long played an important role in theo-
ries of behavioral conditioning—most famously, that of 
Rescorla and Wagner (1972). More recently, neural corre-
lates of such error signals have been detected in a number 
of tasks and species.

Consider the experiment shown in Figure 1A. The task 
was designed to induce higher order prediction errors—
that is, those arising from changes in expectations about 
future reinforcement, rather than from the immediate 
receipt (or nonreceipt) of a primary reinforcer. Such er-
rors are characteristic of the bootstrapping strategy of 
temporal-difference algorithms, which take the changes 
in expectations (e.g., the difference between V*

j k and Q*
3 in 

Equation 7) as signs of inconsistencies or errors in value 
predictions. Figure 4A highlights brain regions, notably in 
the ventral putamen (lateral striatum), where the measured 
BOLD signal was found to correlate over the task with a 
prediction error time series generated from a temporal-
difference model.

For instance, Figure 4B shows the average BOLD signal 
from the right putamen on trials in which the subjects see 
Cue C followed by Cue B. In this case, the first cue indi-
cates that a large shock is unlikely, but the later cue signals 
that it is certain. The change in expectation occasioned 
by the second cue induces a prediction error, reflected 
in increased BOLD activity. Conversely, Cue D follow-
ing Cue A signals that a large shock previously thought 
to be likely will not occur; this is a negative prediction 
error (and a relative decrease in BOLD; see Figure 4C). 
Figure 4D illustrates how we can extend the same logic 
a further step back, just as in the dynamic programming 
analysis of MDPs. Here, since Cue A indicates that Cue B 
(and thence the large shock) is likely, it also induces a 
positive prediction error when it appears, signaling an end 
to the relatively safe period between trials.

Seymour et al.’s (2004) study was in the aversive domain. 
For appetitive outcomes, there is ample evidence that the 
phasic activity of dopamine cells in the ventral tegmental 
area and sub stantia nigra pars compacta in monkeys (e.g., 
Schultz, 2002), and the release of dopamine at striatal tar-
gets in rats (Day, Roitman, Wightman, & Carelli, 2007) 
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Figure 4. BOLD signals correlating with higher order prediction error in the aversive conditioning task shown in Figure 1A. (A) Regions 
of the bilateral ventral putamen (put; also the right anterior insula: ins) where the BOLD signal significantly correlated with predic-
tion error. (B–D) BOLD time courses from the right putamen. (B) Positive prediction error: Cue B (contrasted against Cue D) following 
Cue C. (C) Negative prediction error: Cue D (contrasted against Cue B) following Cue A. (D) Biphasic prediction error: Cue A followed by 
Cue D, contrasted against Cue C followed by Cue B. From “Temporal Difference Models Describe Higher-Order Learning in Humans” 
by B. Seymour et al., 2004, Nature, 429, pp. 665, 666. Copyright 2004 by Nature Publishing Group. Adapted with permission.
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report quantities akin to the temporal difference predic-
tion error in Equation 7. This comes on top of a huge body 
of results on the involvement of dopamine and its striatal 
projection in appetitive learning and appetitively motivated 
choice behavior (for some recent highlights, see Costa, 
2007; Hyman, Malenka, & Nestler, 2006; Joel et al., 2002; 
Wickens, Horvitz, Costa, & Killcross, 2007). The pro-
posal that this operates according to the rules of reinforce-
ment learning (Balleine et al., 2007; Barto, 1995; Daw & 
Doya, 2006; Haruno et al., 2004; Joel et al., 2002; Mon-
tague et al., 1996; O’Doherty, Dayan, Friston, Critchley, & 
Dolan, 2003; O’Doherty et al., 2004; Schultz et al., 1997; 
Suri & Schultz, 1998), in a way that ties together the at least 
equally extensive data on the psychology of instrumental 
choice with these neural data, has extensive, although not 
universal, support (e.g., Berridge, 2007; Redgrave, Gurney, 
& Reynolds, 2008).

However, behaviorally sophisticated experiments (re-
viewed in Balleine et al., 2007; Dickinson & Balleine, 
2002) show that this is nothing like the whole story. These 
experiments study the effects of changing the desirabil-
ity of rewards just before animals are allowed to exploit 
their learning. Model-based methods of control can use 
their explicit representation of the rules to modify their 
choices immediately in the light of such changes, whereas 
model-free methods, whose values change only through 
prediction errors (such as Equation 7), require further ex-
perience to do so (Daw et al., 2005). There is evidence for 
both sorts of control, with model-based choices (called 
goal-directed actions) dominating for abbreviated expe-
rience, certain sorts of complex tasks, and actions close 
to final outcomes. Model-free choices (called habits) are 
evident after more exten sive experience, in simple tasks, 
and for actions further from outcomes. Furthermore, these 
two forms of control can be differentially suppressed by 
selective lesions of parts of the medial prefrontal cortex 
in rats (Killcross & Coutureau, 2003). Daw et al. (2005) 
argued that the trade-off between goal-directed actions 
and habits is computationally grounded in the differential 
uncertainties of model-based and model-free control in 
the light of limited sampling experience.

sions of these have long played an important role in theo-
ries of behavioral conditioning—most famously, that of 
Rescorla and Wagner (1972). More recently, neural corre-
lates of such error signals have been detected in a number 
of tasks and species.

Consider the experiment shown in Figure 1A. The task 
was designed to induce higher order prediction errors—
that is, those arising from changes in expectations about 
future reinforcement, rather than from the immediate 
receipt (or nonreceipt) of a primary reinforcer. Such er-
rors are characteristic of the bootstrapping strategy of 
temporal-difference algorithms, which take the changes 
in expectations (e.g., the difference between V*

j k and Q*
3 in 

Equation 7) as signs of inconsistencies or errors in value 
predictions. Figure 4A highlights brain regions, notably in 
the ventral putamen (lateral striatum), where the measured 
BOLD signal was found to correlate over the task with a 
prediction error time series generated from a temporal-
difference model.

For instance, Figure 4B shows the average BOLD signal 
from the right putamen on trials in which the subjects see 
Cue C followed by Cue B. In this case, the first cue indi-
cates that a large shock is unlikely, but the later cue signals 
that it is certain. The change in expectation occasioned 
by the second cue induces a prediction error, reflected 
in increased BOLD activity. Conversely, Cue D follow-
ing Cue A signals that a large shock previously thought 
to be likely will not occur; this is a negative prediction 
error (and a relative decrease in BOLD; see Figure 4C). 
Figure 4D illustrates how we can extend the same logic 
a further step back, just as in the dynamic programming 
analysis of MDPs. Here, since Cue A indicates that Cue B 
(and thence the large shock) is likely, it also induces a 
positive prediction error when it appears, signaling an end 
to the relatively safe period between trials.

Seymour et al.’s (2004) study was in the aversive domain. 
For appetitive outcomes, there is ample evidence that the 
phasic activity of dopamine cells in the ventral tegmental 
area and sub stantia nigra pars compacta in monkeys (e.g., 
Schultz, 2002), and the release of dopamine at striatal tar-
gets in rats (Day, Roitman, Wightman, & Carelli, 2007) 
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report quantities akin to the temporal difference predic-
tion error in Equation 7. This comes on top of a huge body 
of results on the involvement of dopamine and its striatal 
projection in appetitive learning and appetitively motivated 
choice behavior (for some recent highlights, see Costa, 
2007; Hyman, Malenka, & Nestler, 2006; Joel et al., 2002; 
Wickens, Horvitz, Costa, & Killcross, 2007). The pro-
posal that this operates according to the rules of reinforce-
ment learning (Balleine et al., 2007; Barto, 1995; Daw & 
Doya, 2006; Haruno et al., 2004; Joel et al., 2002; Mon-
tague et al., 1996; O’Doherty, Dayan, Friston, Critchley, & 
Dolan, 2003; O’Doherty et al., 2004; Schultz et al., 1997; 
Suri & Schultz, 1998), in a way that ties together the at least 
equally extensive data on the psychology of instrumental 
choice with these neural data, has extensive, although not 
universal, support (e.g., Berridge, 2007; Redgrave, Gurney, 
& Reynolds, 2008).

However, behaviorally sophisticated experiments (re-
viewed in Balleine et al., 2007; Dickinson & Balleine, 
2002) show that this is nothing like the whole story. These 
experiments study the effects of changing the desirabil-
ity of rewards just before animals are allowed to exploit 
their learning. Model-based methods of control can use 
their explicit representation of the rules to modify their 
choices immediately in the light of such changes, whereas 
model-free methods, whose values change only through 
prediction errors (such as Equation 7), require further ex-
perience to do so (Daw et al., 2005). There is evidence for 
both sorts of control, with model-based choices (called 
goal-directed actions) dominating for abbreviated expe-
rience, certain sorts of complex tasks, and actions close 
to final outcomes. Model-free choices (called habits) are 
evident after more exten sive experience, in simple tasks, 
and for actions further from outcomes. Furthermore, these 
two forms of control can be differentially suppressed by 
selective lesions of parts of the medial prefrontal cortex 
in rats (Killcross & Coutureau, 2003). Daw et al. (2005) 
argued that the trade-off between goal-directed actions 
and habits is computationally grounded in the differential 
uncertainties of model-based and model-free control in 
the light of limited sampling experience.

sions of these have long played an important role in theo-
ries of behavioral conditioning—most famously, that of 
Rescorla and Wagner (1972). More recently, neural corre-
lates of such error signals have been detected in a number 
of tasks and species.

Consider the experiment shown in Figure 1A. The task 
was designed to induce higher order prediction errors—
that is, those arising from changes in expectations about 
future reinforcement, rather than from the immediate 
receipt (or nonreceipt) of a primary reinforcer. Such er-
rors are characteristic of the bootstrapping strategy of 
temporal-difference algorithms, which take the changes 
in expectations (e.g., the difference between V*

j k and Q*
3 in 

Equation 7) as signs of inconsistencies or errors in value 
predictions. Figure 4A highlights brain regions, notably in 
the ventral putamen (lateral striatum), where the measured 
BOLD signal was found to correlate over the task with a 
prediction error time series generated from a temporal-
difference model.

For instance, Figure 4B shows the average BOLD signal 
from the right putamen on trials in which the subjects see 
Cue C followed by Cue B. In this case, the first cue indi-
cates that a large shock is unlikely, but the later cue signals 
that it is certain. The change in expectation occasioned 
by the second cue induces a prediction error, reflected 
in increased BOLD activity. Conversely, Cue D follow-
ing Cue A signals that a large shock previously thought 
to be likely will not occur; this is a negative prediction 
error (and a relative decrease in BOLD; see Figure 4C). 
Figure 4D illustrates how we can extend the same logic 
a further step back, just as in the dynamic programming 
analysis of MDPs. Here, since Cue A indicates that Cue B 
(and thence the large shock) is likely, it also induces a 
positive prediction error when it appears, signaling an end 
to the relatively safe period between trials.

Seymour et al.’s (2004) study was in the aversive domain. 
For appetitive outcomes, there is ample evidence that the 
phasic activity of dopamine cells in the ventral tegmental 
area and sub stantia nigra pars compacta in monkeys (e.g., 
Schultz, 2002), and the release of dopamine at striatal tar-
gets in rats (Day, Roitman, Wightman, & Carelli, 2007) 
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Figure 4. BOLD signals correlating with higher order prediction error in the aversive conditioning task shown in Figure 1A. (A) Regions 
of the bilateral ventral putamen (put; also the right anterior insula: ins) where the BOLD signal significantly correlated with predic-
tion error. (B–D) BOLD time courses from the right putamen. (B) Positive prediction error: Cue B (contrasted against Cue D) following 
Cue C. (C) Negative prediction error: Cue D (contrasted against Cue B) following Cue A. (D) Biphasic prediction error: Cue A followed by 
Cue D, contrasted against Cue C followed by Cue B. From “Temporal Difference Models Describe Higher-Order Learning in Humans” 
by B. Seymour et al., 2004, Nature, 429, pp. 665, 666. Copyright 2004 by Nature Publishing Group. Adapted with permission.
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report quantities akin to the temporal difference predic-
tion error in Equation 7. This comes on top of a huge body 
of results on the involvement of dopamine and its striatal 
projection in appetitive learning and appetitively motivated 
choice behavior (for some recent highlights, see Costa, 
2007; Hyman, Malenka, & Nestler, 2006; Joel et al., 2002; 
Wickens, Horvitz, Costa, & Killcross, 2007). The pro-
posal that this operates according to the rules of reinforce-
ment learning (Balleine et al., 2007; Barto, 1995; Daw & 
Doya, 2006; Haruno et al., 2004; Joel et al., 2002; Mon-
tague et al., 1996; O’Doherty, Dayan, Friston, Critchley, & 
Dolan, 2003; O’Doherty et al., 2004; Schultz et al., 1997; 
Suri & Schultz, 1998), in a way that ties together the at least 
equally extensive data on the psychology of instrumental 
choice with these neural data, has extensive, although not 
universal, support (e.g., Berridge, 2007; Redgrave, Gurney, 
& Reynolds, 2008).

However, behaviorally sophisticated experiments (re-
viewed in Balleine et al., 2007; Dickinson & Balleine, 
2002) show that this is nothing like the whole story. These 
experiments study the effects of changing the desirabil-
ity of rewards just before animals are allowed to exploit 
their learning. Model-based methods of control can use 
their explicit representation of the rules to modify their 
choices immediately in the light of such changes, whereas 
model-free methods, whose values change only through 
prediction errors (such as Equation 7), require further ex-
perience to do so (Daw et al., 2005). There is evidence for 
both sorts of control, with model-based choices (called 
goal-directed actions) dominating for abbreviated expe-
rience, certain sorts of complex tasks, and actions close 
to final outcomes. Model-free choices (called habits) are 
evident after more exten sive experience, in simple tasks, 
and for actions further from outcomes. Furthermore, these 
two forms of control can be differentially suppressed by 
selective lesions of parts of the medial prefrontal cortex 
in rats (Killcross & Coutureau, 2003). Daw et al. (2005) 
argued that the trade-off between goal-directed actions 
and habits is computationally grounded in the differential 
uncertainties of model-based and model-free control in 
the light of limited sampling experience.

sions of these have long played an important role in theo-
ries of behavioral conditioning—most famously, that of 
Rescorla and Wagner (1972). More recently, neural corre-
lates of such error signals have been detected in a number 
of tasks and species.

Consider the experiment shown in Figure 1A. The task 
was designed to induce higher order prediction errors—
that is, those arising from changes in expectations about 
future reinforcement, rather than from the immediate 
receipt (or nonreceipt) of a primary reinforcer. Such er-
rors are characteristic of the bootstrapping strategy of 
temporal-difference algorithms, which take the changes 
in expectations (e.g., the difference between V*

j k and Q*
3 in 

Equation 7) as signs of inconsistencies or errors in value 
predictions. Figure 4A highlights brain regions, notably in 
the ventral putamen (lateral striatum), where the measured 
BOLD signal was found to correlate over the task with a 
prediction error time series generated from a temporal-
difference model.

For instance, Figure 4B shows the average BOLD signal 
from the right putamen on trials in which the subjects see 
Cue C followed by Cue B. In this case, the first cue indi-
cates that a large shock is unlikely, but the later cue signals 
that it is certain. The change in expectation occasioned 
by the second cue induces a prediction error, reflected 
in increased BOLD activity. Conversely, Cue D follow-
ing Cue A signals that a large shock previously thought 
to be likely will not occur; this is a negative prediction 
error (and a relative decrease in BOLD; see Figure 4C). 
Figure 4D illustrates how we can extend the same logic 
a further step back, just as in the dynamic programming 
analysis of MDPs. Here, since Cue A indicates that Cue B 
(and thence the large shock) is likely, it also induces a 
positive prediction error when it appears, signaling an end 
to the relatively safe period between trials.

Seymour et al.’s (2004) study was in the aversive domain. 
For appetitive outcomes, there is ample evidence that the 
phasic activity of dopamine cells in the ventral tegmental 
area and sub stantia nigra pars compacta in monkeys (e.g., 
Schultz, 2002), and the release of dopamine at striatal tar-
gets in rats (Day, Roitman, Wightman, & Carelli, 2007) 
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Figure 4. BOLD signals correlating with higher order prediction error in the aversive conditioning task shown in Figure 1A. (A) Regions 
of the bilateral ventral putamen (put; also the right anterior insula: ins) where the BOLD signal significantly correlated with predic-
tion error. (B–D) BOLD time courses from the right putamen. (B) Positive prediction error: Cue B (contrasted against Cue D) following 
Cue C. (C) Negative prediction error: Cue D (contrasted against Cue B) following Cue A. (D) Biphasic prediction error: Cue A followed by 
Cue D, contrasted against Cue C followed by Cue B. From “Temporal Difference Models Describe Higher-Order Learning in Humans” 
by B. Seymour et al., 2004, Nature, 429, pp. 665, 666. Copyright 2004 by Nature Publishing Group. Adapted with permission.

Cue C  →  Cue B
Cue C  →  Cue D

Cue A  →  Cue D
Cue A  →  Cue B

Cue A  →  Cue D
Cue A  →  Cue B

Seymour et. al, 
Nature 2004



Guiding Questions

1. Explain the experimental tasks in Figure 1.  What should the subject do 
in each task?  What is the underlying computational theory for each task?

⇒ Slide # 3 ~ # 7

2. Explain the following terms:  Markov decision problem (MDP),  signal 
detection theory,  exploration and exploitation tradeoff.

⇒ Slide # 8 ~ #12
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Guiding Questions
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3. Marr distinguished the three levels of describing cognitive systems:  
computational level, algorithmic/representational level, and 
implementational level.  Use the concrete task given in Figure 2 to explain 
the issues related to each of these levels.  What is the task?  What are the 
main issues in terms of the three description levels?

⇒ Slide # 13 ~ # 17

4. Consider the prediction task in Figure 1A and Figure 3A.  Describe the 
MDP problem using the specific task in Figure 3A.  What are the 
computational issues?  What are the algorithmic issues?  What are the 
implementational issues, i.e. in terms of psychology and neuroscience?

⇒ Slide # 18 ~ # 21


